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Abstract 
A model immunoassay test system is proposed based on metal enhanced photoluminescence to analyze low concentrations of 
alpha-fetoprotein, a tumor marker. Antigen-antibody reaction was performed on polystyrene plates coated with silver 
nanoparticles to increase sensitivity of fluorescent immunoassay and signal-to-noise ratio as compared to silver-free system. The 
proposed test system model uses layer-by-layer assembly approach, LED excitation and nanowatt photodetection set-up, so it is 
characterized by smaller probe volume, fast analysis and simplicity. The proposed model system offers alpha-fetoprotein 
detection at concentrations used in clinical practice. Photostability and photoluminescence enhancement for labeled alpha-
fetoprotein antibodies on a silver substrate were found to depend on antibodies concentration. Labeled antibodies photostability 
on substrates was found to deviate within 20 % as compared to silver-free samples whereas photoluminescence intensity 
enhancement is typically in the range of 6-8 times. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
During last decades, much extensive studies have been performed worldwide to elaborate biophysical techniques 
for high-sensitive quantitative detection of biomolecules and their interactions. These studies are stimulated by 
existing demands in pharmacy, medical diagnostics, environment monitoring and in other fields. Accurate and fast 
protein detection in complex biological probes (blood, serum, saliva, milk etc.) is still important. These challenges 
stimulate interdisciplinary studies with potential outcome beyond the original tasks. 
Quality and efficiency of immunoassays are closely connected with applied labels and their detection technique. 
For example, fluorescent detection techniques are typically more sensitive than photometric techniques by 
1-2 orders of the magnitude [1]. Sensitivity of fluorescent immunoassay can be increased using plasmonically 
enhanced photoluminescence (PL). Depending on the original intrinsic quantum yield of the labels used, PL signal 
intensity can be raised up to 10…100 times if fluorescent molecules are placed near metal nanoparticles, typically 
golden or silver [2,3]. PL enhancement occurs as a result of positive balance between favorable local incident 
electromagnetic field enhancement, favorable radiative transition rate enhancement and undesirable metal induced 
quenching (non-radiative decay rate enhancement) [4,5]. Extensive studies towards practical application of metal 
enhanced fluorescence in immunoassay have been reported by many groups last decades [6-12]. 
We have recently demonstrated experimental implementation of metal enhanced fluorescence for model 
biomolecules, namely BSA-FITC (bovine serum albumin labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate) [13-15] and 
human immunoglobulin IgG-FITC сonjugates [16] on nanotextured silver films. We showed that the optimal size of 
silver nanoparticles for PL enhancement of FITC-containing conjugates is about 50 nm and optimized the 
fluorophore-metal spacing is a few nm. In the present paper, we report on application of metal enhanced 
fluorescence for detection of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) using FITC-labeled antibodies. AFP is the known tumor 
marker indicating of liver cancer and some tumors in reproductive system. Its detection in blood at low levels is 
important for diagnostics and post-treatment monitoring. To date only a few works are known on plasmonics 
application for AFP immunoassay using surface plasmon resonance sensor [17,18], enhanced fluorescence [18-22] 
or enhanced Raman scattering [23]. However these approaches are rather expensive to be applied routinely in 
analytical practice because they need either expensive equipment (Kretschmann optical configuration with laser 
excitation via a prism [17,18,21,22], Raman instrumentation [23], or single-photon counting module for 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy technique [20]) or complicated sample and probe preparation (electron beam 
evaporation technique for gold nanopatterned substrate fabrication [22]). To our knowledge, it has not been reported 
before about using silver colloidal films with plasmonic enhancement to sensitive detection of AFP. 
In this paper, we evaluate the potential for low-level direct single-site fluorescent immunometric AFP detection 
[24,25] of a simple test system based on silver colloids plasmonically enhanced PL, fabricated using the simple 
electrostatic interaction of the components principle.  The aim was to simplify both test-system preparation and the 
PL detection setup. Therefore all possible but expensive synthesis techniques for substrates were excluded 
(nanolithography, molecular beam epitaxy, chemical etching, vacuum deposition) and a commercial LED rather 
than a laser was used for PL excitation. Silver nanoparticles were deposited on the surface of cells in a standard 
commercial polystyrene array using polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer deposition technique. All other processes except 
for antigen-antibody conjugation were also based on electrostatic deposition. Special attention was paid to AFP 
concentration dependence of the PL signal which is important for quantitative analysis. We estimate the results 
presented in this work as significant steps towards rapid quantitative fluorescent immunoassay of AFP and other 
tumor markers for point-of-care testing. 
2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials 
Silver nitrate, sodium citrate, poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDADMAC; Mw = 200000 g/M), 
sodium chloride were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Other chemicals were fluorescein isothiocyanate (isomer I, 
Sigma), Tris-EDTA buffer solution (pH 7,6; Fisher BioReagents), albumin from bovine serum albumin (BSA, 98%, 
Aldrich), AFP in lyophilized form (Abcam). 
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Transparent polystyrene 96-well microplates with 380 μl well volume were purchased from Sarstedt AG & Co. 
(Germany). 
2.2. Silver covering of polystyrene microplates 
Silver sol was synthesized by AgNO3 citrate reduction technique [26]. 9 mg of AgNO3 was dissolved in 50 ml of 
water, and 1 ml of 1 % sodium citrate was added dropwise when the mixture began to boil. The reaction vessel was 
boiled for 20 min, ending with formation of yellow-brown sol. 
Silver covering of polystyrene microplates was made as follows: 
• 48 microwells (i.e. a half of 96-well microplate) were filled with 200 μl of PDADMAC (1 g/l in 0,5 M NaCl) for 
20 min, then the plate was rinsed by distilled water.  
• To deposit Ag nanoparticles, 200 μl of silver sol was added into microwells for 24 hrs and maintained at room 
temperature. After metallization the plate was rinsed by distilled water. 
• 200 μl of PDADMAC (1 g/l in 0,5 M NaCl) was placed in all 96 microwells (both with silver, and without) for 
20 min with the subsequent washing by distilled water. Thus, the top layer in all microwells was the layer of 
positively charged polyelectrolyte. 
2.3. Preparation of the fluorescence probes 
The synthesis of antiAFP-FITC conjugates (antiAFP means here and further AFP antibodies) was made 
according to standard procedure [27], the concentration of product is 2,97 mg/ml with antiAFP:FITC molar ratio 
1:3,9. Working antiAFP-FITC solutions in a range of concentrations 0,5 – 40 μg/ml were obtained by dilution of as-
prepared antiAFP-FITC by Tris-EDTA buffer. To examine metal enhanced fluorescence of antiAFP-FITC (see 
Fig. 1b), 100 μl aliquot was put both into metalized and pure microwells for 40 min at room temperature, then 
unbound antibody was washed off twice with Tris-EDTA buffer. 
AFP*antiAFP-FITC complexes (the asterisk means specific binding between AFP and FITC-labeled antibody) 
were prepared directly in microwells as described below (see also Fig. 1c). Every stage of this procedure was 
performed at 20 ºC. 
• 100 μl aliquot of working AFP solutions (0,005-40 μg/ml) was put both into metallized and pure microwells for 
40 min. Rinsing by Tris-EDTA buffer was performed after incubation.  
• Before application of labeled antibody, possible non-specific binding sites were blocked by adding of 100 μl 1 % 
BSA solution for 20 min. Excess of BSA was washed off by Tris-EDTA buffer.  
• 100 μl aliquot of antiAFP-FITC (10 μg/ml) was added in each microwell and left for 1 hr for immunoreaction. 
Unbound labeled antibody was washed off with Tris-EDTA buffer. Finally, microwells were dried and measured. 
Thus, the method included direct determination of AFP by immunoreaction of AFP and labeled antiAFP in a one-
step process. 
2.4. Measurements 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of silver films were taken in air using NT-206 device 
(Microtestmachines, Belarus). Measurements were made in a contact mode using 0,03 N/m CSC38B probes. 
 Optical density spectra in the range of 300 to 800 nm were measured using a Cary-500 spectrophotometer 
(Varian, USA). Luminescence spectra were measured using a home-made spectrometer based on S-3801 
spectrograph (Solar TII, Belarus) with a 150 grooves⁄mm grating and a liquid nitrogen cooled silicon CCD camera 
LN-CCD-1152-E PROD FG (Princeton Instruments, USA). A light emitting diode (LED) ARPL-3W Blue (Arlight, 
Russia) was used as the excitation light source with emission maximum at 460 nm and spectral half-width ~25 nm. 
Excitation radiation as well as fluorescence registration has been performed in a direction normal to the sample 
surface (Fig. 1a) using an Olympus LMPlanFl microscope objective. All measurements were done at room 
temperature. Fluorescence spectra were not corrected to account for the spectral response of detecting system. 
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Fig. 1. (а) Experimental setup of fluorescence registration system. (b) Experimental plasmonic samples with adsorbed antiAFP-FITC for 
evaluation of plasmonic fluorescence enhancement feasibility. (c) AFP immunoassay procedure. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Characterization of Ag-coated microwells for plasmonic fluorescence enhancement 
The SEM image of silver sol (not shown here; see Ref. 14) as well as AFM data of Ag nanoparticles deposited on 
PDADMAC-modified polystyrene microwells (Fig. 2a) show nearly continuous layer of spherical Ag nanoparticles 
with diameter from 30 to 80 nm. The sufficiently even nanoparticle covering was observed. That means the process 
of colloidal Ag film formation on polystyrene microwells seems to be the similar to the process on the PDADMAC-
modified glass surface [14]. 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Typical AFM image and surface profile of a polystyrene microwell covered with silver nanoparticles. (b) Optical density spectra of 
Ag-coated polystyrene microwells and antiAFP-FITC solution. The LED emission spectrum is also shown (in arbitrary units). 
The optical density spectrum of a substrate containing silver nanoparticles features a maximum near 400 nm as 
well as the broad 600-800 nm band (Fig. 2b). The first band corresponds to well-known silver nanoparticles surface 
plasmon absorption while the second belongs to the absorption of silver particle aggregates. These are known to 
give higher local incident field enhancement [28] which is very desirable in metal enhanced fluorescence 
techniques. Optical density spectra of Ag-coated polystyrene and Ag-coated glass (the latter were studied in Ref. 14) 
as well as their AFM images show the similarity of these types of Ag colloidal films. 
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Since the absorption band of antiAFP-FITC (antiAFP doesn’t absorb light in visible spectral range) overlaps with 
the film absorption band defined by the surface plasmon resonance, one may expect the effective FITC excitation 
and antiAFP-FITC fluorescence enhancement [29,30]. 
As it was observed earlier, the maximal fluorescence enhancement factor in the “BSA-FITC on silver colloidal 
films” model systems was found to occur for distances between silver and labeled molecules corresponding to 
1-3 polyelectrolyte layers [13-15]. So, in this work antiAFP-FITC was adsorbed atop the 1 polyelectrolyte layer. 
This is the minimum spacer thickness provided by the current technique and accords to 1,4 nm [31]. Schematic 
illustration of microwell surfaces for antiAFP and AFP detection is shown in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1с. 
3.2. Fluorescence enhancement of antiAFP-FITC in Ag-coated polysterene microwells 
To study the possibility of using Ag-coated microwells (see Fig. 1b) for quantitative AFP fluorescent 
immunoassay we investigated the dependence of PL signal on the fluorescent label (antiAFP-FITC) concentration 
(see Fig. 3). PL enhancement factor (Fig. 3, the inset) was calculated as the ratio between fluorescence intensity of 
antiAFP-FITC adsorbed from the equal solution concentration on the Ag-coated and uncoated polystyrene 
microwells. PL intensity was determined in maximum (530 nm). 
 
 
Fig. 3. The dependence of PL intensity of antiAFP-FITC on its amount in the presence and in the absence of Ag nanoparticles. Mass of antiAFP-
FITC under detection (X axis) is estimated given antiAFP-FITC fraction adsorbed on microwell bottom surface from its solution as well as light 
illuminated detection surface area. The inset shows the calculated dependence for PL enhancement factor. 
The increase in PL intensity with increasing concentration was observed for labeled antibodies adsorbed on silver 
films, whereas the PL intensity dependence of antiAFP-FITC on the control plastic substrates reach the rapid 
saturation (Fig. 3). Thus, the increase in the antiAFP-FITC PL enhancement factor with increasing the analyte 
concentrations occurs in the presence of silver nanoparticles (the inset in Fig. 3). 
Such a dependence has been described previously [12] for model assay system (polyclonal human IgG – goat 
antihuman IgG labeled with near-infrared dye Cy5) on 149 nm Ag-particles. Probably, a higher value of the 
PL enhancement factor for Cy5 was observed due to the low quantum yield of photoluminescence (0,28) compared 
with FITC (0,92). In other words, besides a local increase of the electromagnetic field near the metal, the changing 
in the fluorophore radiative and non-radiative decay rates may occur [4,14]. Therefore, it is possible to achieve 
higher enhancement values for a low quantum yield probes. Regardless of the PL quantum yield value there is no 
PL concentration quenching of labels adsorbed on silver substrates due to Forster resonance energy transfer as it is 
typical for labels on dielectric substrates. A similar behavior of the concentration quenching in the presence of silver 
has been previously described for human serum albumin (HSA) labeled with FITC. Increasing in the number of 
FITC-labels per HSA molecule from 1 to 7 led to 4-fold increasing the PL enhancement factor [32]. In our case 
(~3,9 FITC molecules per one antiAFP molecule) the PL concentration quenching should be also influenced by 
interaction of adjacent antiAFP-FITC molecules adsorbed on the surface clusters of polycation charges [33]. 
Fig. 3 shows that the presence of Ag nanoparticles increases PL intensity by 1,5 times for low label 
concentrations and up to 6 times for high antiAFP-FITC concentrations. 
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Notably, the continuous fluorescence light power in the course of the above experiments measured by the 
detection system was about 0,4 nW for 1 ng of antiAFP-FITC. This means the cheap silicon non-cooled detector can 
be successfully applied that makes the approach promising for routine fluotesters development. 
3.3. AFP immunoassay in Ag-coated polystyrene microwells 
After successful validation of fluorescence plasmonic enhancement for labeled antibodies, direct immunometric 
assay for AFP detection was performed (immunoassay scheme see in Fig. 1c). Fig. 4a shows the PL spectra of 
AFP*antiAFP-FITC complexes, obtained after the antigen-antibody reaction held on the surface of plastic and Ag-
coated microwells. The data presented shows that the metal induced PL enhancement persists also for conjugates. 
The PL enhancement factor for “AFP*antiAFP-FITC” on silver film as compared with a plastic substrate is about 8, 
i.e., this value is higher than for antiAFP-FITC. This discrepancy is probably due to the additional layer of AFP and 
BSA molecules between the metal and the FITC label which optimizes the "metal – fluorophore" spacing and 
produces more favorable conditions for plasmon-enhanced PL.  
 
 
Fig. 4. (а) Photoluminescence spectra of «AFP*antiAFP-FITC» complexes on the surface of Ag-coated and uncoated plastic microwells. Spectra 
presented is referred to microwells with AFP mass under detection equal to 0,02 ng. (b) Photoluminescence intensity dependence on AFP 
concentration (mass). AFP mass under detection (X axis) is estimated given AFP fraction adsorbed on microwell bottom surface from its solution 
as well as light illuminated detection surface area. 
It should be noted that in both cases, the presence of Ag film provides increasing of the PL signal/noise ratio. 
AFP in silver microwells was traced when adsorbed even from 5 ng/ml solution. The concentration of AFP in 
human plasma is nearly 10 ng/ml for healthy people, but this level increases markedly (to nearly 1 μg/ml and higher 
[17,22,34,35]) when patients carry hepatocellular or some other types of cancer. Thus, sensitivity of the proposed 
direct immunoassay model system is at the clinical diagnosis level. 
3.4. Fluorescence enhancement/quenching theoretical modeling 
Recently we proposed the theoretical model of fluorescence enhancement/quenching for fluorophores near 
spherical metal nanoparticles [14]. In this model fluorophores are treated as dipoles and ‘single fluorophore – single 
silver nanoparticle’ system is considered. The approach takes into account simultaneously local intensity 
enhancement, radiative and nonradiative rates modification in the close vicinity of silver nanoparticles, and also 
excitation light polarization, silver nanoparticle size, fluorophore position, and its dipole moment orientation. 
Fig. 5 shows calculated PL enhancement factor dependence on both excitation wavelength and fluorophore-silver 
nanoparticle spacing. The calculations performed correspond to our experimental conditions: emission wavelength 
was chosen equal to 530 nm (FITC), enhancement factor was averaged on silver nanoparticle size for nanoparticles 
ensemble with Gaussian distribution (mean diameter 47 nm and dispersion 30 nm). 
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Fig. 5. Calculated weighted luminescence enhancement factor versus excitation wavelength and fluorophore-silver nanoparticle spacing Δr with 
averaging over ensemble of silver nanoparticles with Gaussian distribution (mean diameter 47 nm and dispersion 30 nm). The insert shows the 
geometry of the model: arrows indicate that the fluorophore dipole moment is normal to a silver particle surface and is parallel to the electric field 
E of the excitation light. 
As seen from Fig. 5, maximal PL enhancement factor is predicted for excitation wavelength range 360..380 nm 
and «fluorophore – silver nanoparticle» spacing Δr equal to 4..11 nm. In practice, excitation wavelength range 
360..380 nm is insufficient due to low FITC absorption in this spectral range (see Fig. 2b). For LED excitation used 
in our experiment (440..490 nm, see also Fig. 2b) and spacing Δr equal to some nanometers predicted 
PL enhancement factor is about 5 times. As was mentioned above in Sections 3.2, 3.3 experimental PL enhancement 
factor was up to 6 times for antiAFP-FITC and was about 8 times for AFP*antiAFP-FITC complexes, and this 
enhancement difference was attributed to increased spacing between FITC and silver nanoparticles. One can see the 
theoretical calculations prove this statement (PL enhancement distance dependence for chosen excitation 
wavelength is more clear for maximal enhancement area corresponding to e.g. 370 nm). Nevertheless it should be 
noted that proposed theoretical model describes only a quite simple model and experimental case is more 
complicated. It includes unpolarized LED excitation with wide spectrum, partial silver nanoparticles aggregation 
(dimers and many nanoparticles effects), and possible random orientations of FITC dipole moments relative to silver 
nanoparticles surface. 
3.5. Photostability measurements 
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the PL intensity on LED exposition time for antiAFP-FITC deposited on silver 
and plastic substrates for microwells with antiAFP-FITC amount under detection equal to 0,4 ng and 0,8 ng 
correspondingly. One can observe the increasing of the antiAFP-FITC photostability in the presence of silver with 
increasing the analyte concentration while photostability for plastic substrates remains the same. 
 
Fig. 6. Normalized fluorescence intensity of antiAFP-FITC as a function of time on Ag-coated and uncoated microwells for different amounts of 
analyte under detection: (a) 0,4 ng, (b) 0,8 ng. Excitation wavelength is 460 nm, emission wavelength is 530 nm. 
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Fluorophore photobleaching on plastic surface can be described by simple mechanism of fluorophore 
photochemical reaction with molecular oxygen from fluorophore long-lived triplet excited state [36]. This process 
shouldn’t be affected by concentration in our case of sparse packing of fluorophores on plastic surface. 
In case of fluorophores deposited on noble metal surface the situation is changed drastically. Main 
photobleaching mechanism remains the same (photochemical reaction with molecular oxygen). But in the close 
vicinity of metal parameters of this mechanism can be changed significantly: fluorophore excitation rate is increased 
by local enhanced electromagnetic field as well as fluorophore radiative decay rate is increased too (fluorophore 
excited state lifetime is shortened) [37]. As a result, fluorophore molecule near metal surface will stay in the excited 
state for a shorter time, but the number of excitation-emission cycles will be larger. So, assuming that PL 
degradation happens from the excited state, one can observe either reducing [38] or rising [39] of fluorophore 
photobleaching in the presence of metal, depending on which mechanism prevails. These effects also can lead 
probably to dependence of the rate of photodegradation on fluorophore–metal spacing, fluorescence quantum yield 
and other factors. 
But concentration dependence of antiAFP-FITC photostability for metal substrates can be described only with 
additional, ensemble-based mechanism. Explanation can be as follows. Fluorescein-based dyes (e.g. FITC) are 
subjects to significant thermal degradation at elevated temperatures [40]. Silver nanoparticles (especially many 
particle systems) can be the effective heating source of surrounding media [41]. For silver nanoparticles deposited 
on a substrate the distribution of heat sources can be highly nonuniform with formation of so-called thermal hot 
spots [42]. So, one can assume that for low analyte concentrations antiAFP-FITC is deposited mainly in thermal hot 
spots and with concentration increasing the majority of thermal hot spots is already occupied and antiAFP-FITC is 
deposited in other places. As a consequence, for low concentrations ensemble-averaged photostability is determined 
by negative metal influence (FITC thermal degradation in thermal hot spots resulted in averaged lower 
photostability), but with concentration increasing ensemble-averaged photostability is determined by positive metal 
influence (we assume that excitation state lifetime shortening prevails over larger number of excitation-emission 
cycles resulted in averaged greater photostability). 
4. Conclusion 
Plasmon-enhanced fluorescence for FITC-labeled AFP antibodies and labeled antibody-antigen AFP complexes 
has been investigated for nanostructures based on colloidal silver nanoparticles deposited on polystyrene substrates. 
Plasmonic substrates were fabricated using a simple bottom-up layer-by-layer approach of electrostatic interaction 
of components. The two stage preparation technique of silver films on plastic substrates has been elaborated by 
means of colloidal chemistry. Optical scheme was simplified by using cheap commercial LED as fluorescence 
excitation source. 
It has been demonstrated the possibility of AFP low quantities detection well below 0.1 ng, corresponding to 
concentration levels typical for clinical practice. Fluorescence signal was enhanced by up to 6 times for AFP 
antibodies and by 8 times for AFP complexes using silver nanoparticles covered substrates in comparison to 
uncovered polystyrene substrates.  
Both photoluminescence intensity enhancement factor and photoluminescence stability upon illumination time 
rise up with analyte concentration increasing. Even in cases when metal proximity makes photostability somewhat 
lower, the detection limit remains considerably improved owing to higher enhancement in luminescence intensity.  
The detected light power was about 1 nW per 1 ng that means the cheap silicon non-cooled detector can be 
successfully applied in fluotesters. The results show that solid state metal-enhanced spectroscopy offers a promising 
way for clinical diagnostics for direct rapid quantitative immunoassays. 
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